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The Crohn’s-like lymphoid reaction (CLR) to colorectal cancer (CRC), a CRC-specific

ectopic lymphoid reaction, is thought to play an important role in the host response

to CRC. CLR is characterized by peritumoral lymphocytic aggregates that are found

at the advancing edge of the tumor. Spatial and molecular characterization of CLR

within the tumor microenvironment (TME) have uncovered a spectrum of peritumoral

lymphoid aggregates with varying levels of organization and maturation. In early

stages of CLR development, CD4+ T-cells cluster predominantly with mature antigen

presenting dendritic cells. As CLR matures, increasing numbers of B-cells, as well as

follicular dendritic cells are recruited to create lymphoid follicles. When highly organized,

CLR resembles functional tertiary lymphoid structures (TLS), allowing for lymphocyte

recruitment to the TME and promoting a tumor-specific adaptive immune response. CLR

has been consistently associated with favorable prognostic factors and improved survival

among CRC patients, often providing more prognostic information than current clinical

staging systems. However, consensus is lacking regarding CLR scoring and it is not

clinically assessed or reported. Differences between CLR and other cancer-associated

lymphoid structures exist both in primary and metastatic disease, underscoring the

need to characterize organ-specific TLS. Further research is needed to explore the

role of CLR in predicting response to immunotherapy and to leverage CLR to promote

immunotherapeutic strategies in CRC.
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INTRODUCTION

The immune response to cancer, and specifically colorectal
cancer (CRC), has profound molecular, biological and
clinical implications. Immune cell populations in the tumor
microenvironment (TME) are associated with distinct molecular
events (e.g., mismatch repair deficiency), histopathological
features, and overall and cancer-specific survival (1–6). In
colorectal cancer, the adaptive immune response, in the form
of lymphocytic infiltration of the tumor epithelium, the peri-
glandular tumor stroma, and the peritumoral microenvironment,
have all been associated with clinical outcomes (3, 4, 7). The
Crohn’s-like lymphoid reaction (CLR) to CRC is characterized
by peritumoral lymphocytic aggregates that are found at the
advancing edge of the tumor. CLR, identified over 25 years
ago (8), bears structural and functional similarities to other
cancer-associated tertiary lymphoid structures but has distinct
features and clinical implications.

This review will present the pathological, molecular and
clinical features associated with CLR. It will also cover the role
of CLR in the adaptive immune response to cancer, mechanistic
insights from murine models and a comparison with other
cancer-associated tertiary lymphoid structures.

Histopathological Assessment of the
Crohn’s-Like Lymphoid Reaction to
Colorectal Cancer and Its Relation to
Survival
The term Crohn’s-like lymphoid reaction (CLR) was coined by
Graham and Appelman at the University of Michigan in 1990
(8). CLR was described as discrete lymphoid aggregates, some
with germinal centers (GC), mostly located in the muscularis
propria and pericolonic adipose tissue beyond the advancing
tumor edge (Figure 1). When initially described, the intensity
of CLR was associated with survival and it was hypothesized
to be a favorable host response to CRC. Similar structures have
been associated with non-CRC cancers and have been referred
to as ectopic or tertiary lymphoid structures (ELS or TLS) (9).
However, the criteria that have been proposed to define TLS,
such as having distinct B- and T-cell zones with evidence of
GC activity (9), had not been applied to many of the studies
of CLR. Hence, this review will use the term CLR, recognizing
that there is no known biological relationship between CLR and
Crohn’s disease, and that CLR could be regarded as CRC-specific
ELS/TLS. CLR should be distinguished from tumor draining
lymph nodes (TDLN), which are secondary lymphoid organs
and represent a different compartment of the immune response
to cancer.

Different methods for quantifying the intensity of CLR have
demonstrated prognostic relevance, including implementing the
semi quantitive approach (3, 10) originally suggested by Graham
and Appelman, as well as dichotomous scales based on the
diameter of the largest lymphoid aggregate or the density of
CLR in the invasive front of the tumor (11–13). An immune
score for CLR has also been proposed based on CLR density
and maturation (14). Notably, this differs from the Immunoscore

project that has been validated by Galon et al. which measures
CD3+ and CD8+ T-cell density but does not incorporate the
structural organization of these cells. The Immunoscore by Galon
et al holds promise for integrating the host immune response
into CRC clinical staging criteria (15). Unfortunately, there is
currently no consensus on the preferred method for measuring
and reporting CLR and it is not routinely incorporated into
clinical practice.

Multiple studies have validated the link between CLR and
CRC outcomes (7, 10, 11, 16–19). CLR has been associated
with lower incidence of locoregional recurrence, fewer distant
metastases and better cancer-specific and overall survival (3,
13, 14, 20). There is data to suggest that CLR scoring
provides as much or more prognostic information than
other biomarkers. In multivariate statistical models predicting
survival, CLR had a greater impact on survival prediction than
conventional histologic parameters such as tumor differentiation
and venous invasion (13); tumor infiltrating lymphocytes
(TILs) (7); or microsatellite instability (3). Remarkably, TILs
and CLR provided more prognostic information than TNM
classification in CRC that has not spread to lymph nodes
or beyond (3). These data suggest that CLR is a highly
valuable prognostic marker that should be further explored in
prospective trials.

Clinical and Pathological Correlates of the
Crohn’s-Like Lymphoid Reaction
In addition to the prognostic significance of CLR, it is associated
with important molecular and immunological characteristics.
Tumors that are deficient in the DNA mismatch repair system
(dMMR), leading to microsatellite instability (MSI-H) and a high
mutational burden, are associated with the presence and density
of CLR (1, 2, 12, 21). This association is clinically important
because identification of MSI-H tumors is an important step
in detecting patients who are at risk for Lynch Syndrome, the
most common form of hereditary colorectal cancer. Additionally,
eligibility for immune checkpoint inhibitors (ICI) in metastatic
CRC is determined based on MSI or MMR status. However,
only 30–50% of MSI-H/dMMR patients respond to ICI (22)
and further markers to predict response to ICI are needed.
The relationship between CLR and the consensus molecular
subtypes of CRC, or other hypermutated phenotypes such
as Polymerase Epsilon-associated CRC, has not been well-
characterized. SMAD4 alterations have been associated with the
absence of CLR (23). A tumor suppressor, SMAD4 is often
downregulated in the Canonical molecular subtype of CRC
(CMS2), which lacks strong immune activation (24, 25).

In regards to immunological features, CLR has been
consistently associated with increased tumor intraepithelial and
stromal lymphocytic infiltrates (3, 12, 26), an association that
appears to be independent of MSI status (3). CLR density is also
correlated with peripheral immune markers, such as the absolute
peripheral lymphocyte count and the lymphocyte to neutrophil
ratio (14), which themselves carry prognostic significance (27).
Recently, CLR has been shown to be the only lymphocytic
component that is inversely correlated with PD-L2 expression
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FIGURE 1 | Histopathological view of the Crohn’s-like lymphoid Reaction. (A–D) demonstrate the variable pathologic appearance of the Crohn’s-like

lymphoid reaction.

(28). In addition, CLR promoting chemokines are inversely
associated with intratumoral expression of immune checkpoint
molecules, including PD-1, PD-L1, and CTLA-4 (29).

CLR is predictive of response to chemotherapy in the
context of metastatic CRC, suggesting a potential synergistic
effect of cytotoxic chemotherapy with the adaptive immune
response to metastatic disease (30, 31). In the era of cancer
immunotherapy, the role of CLR as a histological marker that
could predict response to ICI or other immunomodulatory
agents merits investigation.

Initiation and Maturation of the
Crohn’s-Like Lymphoid Reaction
There exists a spectrum of CRC-associated lymphoid aggregates
ranging from unorganized lymphocytic clusters to highly
organized TLS containing GCs (Figure 2). A single peritumoral
lymphoid follicle can be found in as many of 95% of CRC and
is often associated with lymphatic vessels (12, 14, 32). Small
lymphoid aggregates of <30 lymphocytes, including some that
are not detectable on standard hematoxylin/eosin staining, have
been shown to contain predominantly CD4+CD45RO+ T-cells
with associated antigen presenting CD83+ mature dendritic
cells (DC) (33). These may represent the earliest stage of CLR
formation that has been documented. Immature CD1a+ or
CD11c+ DCs can be found at this early stage within the tumor
and the invasive margin, but they do not preferentially form
clusters with lymphocytes (33–35). These data suggest that early

events in the formation of CLR include tumor antigen uptake
by immature DCs, which undergo maturation and form clusters
with CD4+T-cells. This sequence is supported bymurinemodels
of viral-induced lung ELS formation, in which lymphocyte-
DC aggregates preceded the formation of organized lymphoid
structures (36, 37). In this model, CD11c+ DCs, through
secretion of lymphotoxin beta and additional chemokines known
to promote CLR (38), were also needed for the maintenance
ELS (39). A mouse model of CLR, induced by modified DCs
that were injected into a subcutaneously-planted CRC cell line,
also showed that T-cell infiltration is an early event in CLR
formation, preceding recruitment of B-cells to the TME (40).
Data are lacking regarding the role of Lymphoid tissue inducer
(LTi) cells in CLR; LTi cells have been implicated in lymphoid
organogenesis in other models (41, 42).

Several chemokines drive the formation and maintenance of
TLS across different cancers, including CXCL13, a selective B-
cell attractant (43) that plays an important role in attracting LTi
cells; as well as CCL19 and CCL21, involved in LTi attraction, and
lymphocyte and dendritic cell homing (42). These chemokines
have been validated in CRC and with other chemokines, establish
a TME transcriptional signature that is associated with CLR
(38). The other chemokines comprising this gene signature
include CXCL9, CXCL10, and CXCL11, T-cell attractants; and
CCL2, CCL3, CCL4, CCL5, CCL8, and CCL18, chemoattractants
for monocytes/dendritic cells, T cells, B cells, and NK cells
(38). IL-36γ has been shown to be important for formation
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FIGURE 2 | Documented maturation stages of the CLR. (A) Clusters of mature CD83+ DCs with predominantly CD4+ T-cells; (B) Dense lymphocytic aggregates

form without FDCs; (C) Primary follicle-like TLS, with an increasing abundance of B cells and FDCs, but no germinal center reaction; (D) Secondary follicle-like TLS,

having active germinal centers. TLS, tertiary lymphoid structure; DC, dendritic cell; FDC, follicular dendritic cell.

and maturation of TLS in a murine model of DC-induced
CLR; in human CRC, IL-36 is secreted predominantly by M1
macrophages and the vasculature, and is associated with a CD4+
central memory T-cell infiltrate and an increased density of B
cells in CLR (29, 40).

Maturation of CLR, as of other TLS (44), has been
evaluated based on the structural similarities it bears to
secondary lymphoid structures (45). It has been suggested
that CLR has three maturation stages with functional and
prognostic implications: [1] Early TLS, composed of dense
lymphocytic aggregates without follicular dendritic cells (FDCs),
[2] Primary follicle-like TLS, having FDCs but no GC
reaction, and [3] Secondary follicle-like TLS, having active
GCs (14). These histologic findings may be altered in the
context of neoadjuvant chemotherapy or steroid treatment, as
demonstrated in squamous cell lung cancer (44). While this
has not been shown in CLR (46), neoadjuvant chemotherapy is
indicated in certain clinical scenarios of locally advanced rectal
cancer and may affect the study of CLR in rectal cancer.

Structure and Function of Mature
Crohn’s-Like Lymphoid Reaction
The hypotheses and experimental data that support similar
functions of TLS, such as CLR, and secondary lymphoid

structures, have been reviewed in detail (9, 45, 47). Prominent
CLR, which is defined differently by different authors, can be
found in over 30% of CRC cases (32, 48). Larger lymphocytic
aggregates have varying numbers of CD8+ T-cells as well as
CD20+ B-cells (33), which preferentially proliferate within GCs
(12). Averaged over 160 CLR aggregates from five patients,
Vayrynen et al. found that the largest subset of cells comprising
CLR lymphoid follicles were CD20+ B-cells, accounting for
approximately 60% of the follicle. CD3+ T-cells accounted for
almost 40% of the follicle (12). In addition to T and B-cells,
networks of CD21+ follicular dendritic cells (FDC), which have
important functions in the selection of memory B lymphocytes
during GC reactions, are also found in CLR (26, 49).Within CLR,
CD83+ mature DCs were most commonly found at the T-cell
zone (50) whereas CD68+ cells, which have a role in clearing
apoptotic B-cells, were scattered around the follicle (12). The co-
localization of T-cells and CD83+ DCs within TLS has also been
shown in other cancers (47). T follicular helper cells, which are
characteristic of GCs, have not specifically been characterized
within CLR but their density within the invasive margin has
been shown to be related to CXCL13 expression in CRC (51).
High endothelial venules (HEV) are characteristic of CLR and
are more abundant next to tumor-associated lymphoid follicles
than in normal mucosa-associated lymphoid follicles (12). HEV
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are thought to mediate recruitment of lymphocytes to the TME
(26). Lymphatic vessels adjacent to CLR are also common and are
hypothesized to facilitate efferent trafficking from CLR (12).

Taken together, the cellular composition and structure of
CLR are similar to secondary lymphoid organs and suggest
that CLR is a functional immunologic component contributing
to the adaptive immune response to CRC. This is supported
by the increased intratumoral lymphocytic infiltrate and gene
expression signatures of cytotoxicity and DCs that are associated
with CLR (38), as well as similar T-cell repertoires among CLR
and TILs (52). Murine models have demonstrated a tumor-
specific adaptive immune response (53, 54) that is driven by TLS
even in the absence of secondary lymphoid structures (55). This
host response can lead to tumor infiltration by immune cells and
mediate tumor regression (54, 56, 57).

FOXP3+ regulatory T-cells (Tregs) comprise a small (<1%)
percentage of CLR (12) but may play an important role in
suppressing the anti-tumoral functions of CLR. Data from
a murine lung adenocarcinoma model and human breast
and prostate cancer suggests that Tregs may be preferentially
recruited into TLS (37, 54, 58), which is supported by their
preferential localization to the invasive margin of the tumor in
CRC (51). Depletion of Tregs from TLS, via TGF-beta inhibition
combined with an allogeneic tumor vaccine in a murine model of
pancreatic cancer, promoted an anti-tumoral response (59).

Further insights into the cellular and spatial organization of
CLR could be provided by highly multiplexed imaging mass
cytometry, which can be used on fresh or formalin-fixed paraffin-
embedded slides (60). Novel methods to sort and analyze the
specific cellular components of TLS have been described in lung
cancer (61) and could potentially be applied to CLR.

Induction andmodification of TLS have been achieved in non-
CRC human and murine studies, including in pancreatic cancer
which is considered a non-immunogenic tumor (40, 53, 57, 59,
62). These exciting techniques, including tumor vaccines, Treg
depletion, and cell line induced-TLS, have yet to be explored
in CLR.

Similarities and Differences Between CLR
and CRC-Draining Lymph Nodes
CLR resembles secondary lymphoid structures, among which
are tumor-draining lymph nodes (TDLN). TDLN are formed
during embryogenesis and early life (63) whereas CLR forms
as a response to CRC, lacks a capsule, and is found in the
vicinity of the tumor, within the TME. Data comparing these two
compartments of the host response in CRC is limited. Both TLS
and TDLN can mediate neoantigen-specific responses (64–68).
Data from amurinemodel of melanoma suggests that anti-tumor
activity of TLS can be independent of TDLN or other secondary
lymphoid organs (55).

TDLN have a paradoxical role in cancer immune surveillance
and immune escape, in which cancer progression is characterized
by a tumor-promoting milieu in TDLN (69), facilitating systemic
tolerance to cancer antigens and predisposing to lymphatic
metastasis. The reversal of this process is believed to contribute
to the activity of certain ICI (70, 71). Later stages of CRC,

including presence of lymphatic metastases, are also associated
with decreased presence of CLR (7, 8), suggesting ineffective
immune surveillance. The abundance of Tregs within TDLN is
associated with lymphatic metastasis (72), akin to the evidence
discussed above regarding the role of Tregs within CLR, and
their depletion from both compartments augments the anti-
tumor host response (59, 73, 74). CTLA-4 inhibition can induce
anti-tumor immunity by intra-tumoral Treg reduction, without
concurrent TDLN Treg reduction (75).

Frank “high jacking” of the immunemilieu of CLR to promote
cancer proliferation has not been demonstrated as it has in
TDLN, but has been suggested in hepatocellular carcinoma (76).
There is no data regarding the interaction of CLRwith key factors
that are thought to promote lymphatic metastasis, including
members of the vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF)
secreted glycoproteins, as well as insulin and hepatocyte growth
factors (77–79). Several cytokines, including CCL21 through
the activation of CCR7 (80, 81), CCL5 and CXCL10 (82), have
been implicated in metastatic lymphangiogenesis as well as the
formation and maintenance of CLR and other tumor-specific
immune responses.

Metastatic Disease
Inspired by findings in primary CRC, studies have evaluated the
lymphocytic infiltration ofmetastatic CRC. In livermetastases, T-
and B- lymphocytic infiltration at the invasive margin have been
associated with improved survival and response to chemotherapy
(30, 31). CRC liver metastases may induce TLS with active GC
within the metastatic margin, with evidence of B-cell priming
and maturation at the metastatic site, including the detection of
plasma cells (46).

In CRC lung metastases, a high density of TLS was
demonstrated and the densities of CD8+ cytotoxic T-cells
and DC were associated with improved survival (83). This
contrasted with renal cell carcinoma (RCC), where TLS was
scarce and the same immune infiltrates were associated with
worse survival. These data demonstrate that quantification
of TLS without structural and transcriptional characterization
of the immune TME provides only partial insight into the
immunological outcomes of TLS. An immunomodulatory role of
TLS and a yet unknown interaction with metastases-infiltrating
lymphocytes and other immune components may explain the
contrasting survival associations with immune infiltrates among
CRC and RCC.

The cellular composition of TLS associated with CRC
lung metastases was assessed in a study with curative-intent
pulmonary metastasectomy (84). Specifically, a high CD8+
density and high cytotoxic-to-regulatory T-cell ratio within
metastases associated-TLS were associated with improved
survival (84). In this study, only 7.1% of primary CRC was
rated as having CLR, suggesting that the primary TME in
patients with metastatic disease exhibits less immune activation.
The paucity of CLR in patients with metastatic disease (84) in
addition to evidence from prostate cancer raise the possibility
that TLS regress with tumor progression (58), although others
have demonstrated that B-lymphocytes increase with advancing
tumor stage (51).
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Murine Models of CLR
Murine models that provide mechanistic insight regarding
TLS have been described in a variety of conditions, including
viral-induced ELS (36, 39, 43), and primary and metastatic
cancers including pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma (59), lung
adenocarcinoma (54), hepatocellular carcinoma (76), melanoma
(55, 85) and others. Murine models that specifically study
CLR include the colitis-associated cancer model, created by
exposure of mice to the carcinogen azoxymethane (AOM) and
the mucosal irritant dextran sulfate (DSS) (49, 86). CLR in this
model contained similar cell populations to human CLR and
was enriched with lymphatic vessels and HEV, although GC
morphology was not observed (26, 49). CXCL13 was highly
expressed within CLR in this model and lymphocyte recruitment
from the peripheral circulation to CLR was demonstrated using
GFP-tagged murine splenocytes injected into the peripheral
circulation (26).

Subcutaneous injections of the CRC cell line MC38 has also
been used to study CLR (40, 57), although GCs were also not
detected in this study (40). Unfortunately, neither of thesemodels
accurately reflects the pathogenesis and microenvironment of
most human CRC. The absence of GCs in these models, which
can be induced in murine viral associated lung TLS (36, 43), also
raises the concern that they do not entirely recapitulate human
CLR. An endoscopic orthotopic CRC model was developed by
injecting the MC38 cell line into the colonic submucosa, creating
tumors that are morphologically similar to human CRC (51).
While this study did not focus on CLR per se, the authors were
able to demonstrate CLR-like infiltrates in the invasive margin.
In addition, endoscopic injection of CXCL13 resulted in tumor
rejection in this model (51).

Caution is needed when interpreting data from non-CRC
murine models. For example, the hepatocellular carcinoma
(HCC) murine model showed that TLS promoted tumor
formation and was associated with a worse prognosis (76).
This suggests that the primary tumor and other components
of the TME may alter the immunological function of TLS. The
data discussed above regarding the difference between RCC
and CRC lung metastases is another example of this difference
(83). Research in CRC specific murine models is needed to
better characterize the CLR and how CLR can be modified or
manipulated to support and anti-tumor host response.

Areas of Uncertainty and Future Directions
Despite the advances in our understanding of CLR and its
utility as a prognostic marker, many questions remain. There is
currently limited data about the utility of CLR as a predictive

marker of response to immunotherapy or immunological
adverse events. The interaction of CLR with pre-malignant
colon lesions, the microbiome and the functional changes that
occur within CLR during tumor progression are also currently
unknown. Much remains to be elucidated regarding the interplay
between CLR, TILs, the TME and TDLN. In depth mechanistic
understanding will require murine models that can better
recapitulate human CLR.

TCR sequencing, mass cytometry and single cell sequencing,
are likely to advance our understanding of the immunological
role that CLR plays in the TME. TCR sequencing of CLR
can characterize the overlap between the T-cell repertoire of
CLR and other immunological compartments, and support
the efforts to uncover neoantigen-specific TCRs and improve
adoptive T-cell therapy. Mass cytometry could expand on
previous immunohistochemical characterization of CLR to
better delineate cell populations and simultaneously visualize
the structure, functional markers, and cellular interactions
within CLR and the TME. Single-cell sequencing could provide
insights into the heterogeneity of transcriptional programs
as they relate to immune cell subtypes within CLR, and
identify key drivers of immune surveillance and immune
tolerance in the TME. Optimal application of these methods
would be achieved in well-characterized clinical cohorts with
informative molecular characterization, such as mutational
burden, MSI status, consensus molecular subtype and intra-
tumoral immune response.

Ultimately, the most important question will be if CLR can be
leveraged to augment the immune response against cancer and
improve patient outcomes. Attempts to systemically manipulate
CLR will need to take potential tumor-promoting off-target
effects into account, given the evidence of differing consequences
of TLS formation across tissues, the role of TLS in autoimmunity
(87), and the contribution of certain CLR-associated chemokines
to lymphatic metastasis.

In conclusion, the Crohn’s-like lymphoid reaction
to colorectal cancer is a major component of the host
immune response to cancer. CLR’s diagnostic, predictive,
and therapeutic implications need to be explored in
greater detail.
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